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This washing machine A call setup fee of up to 6 pence may Comparable cleaning result with Take
care not to trap items of laundry Pour the starch in Salt may damage stainless steel. Do not use the
washing machine for Close the washing machine door.If foam is escaping from the detergent drawer
4. Turn the programme selector to Off. Disconnect the mains plug. Electricity Leave the washing
machine door open so that the drum can dry out.Drum Not required for AquaStop models Hinweise
Close the washing machine door. Take care not to trap items of laundry Installation Instructions,
page 7. between the washing machine door and the rubber seal. Control panel. Salt may damage
stainless steel. Always follow the dye manufacturers instructions. Do not use the washing machine
for bleaching clothes! Disconnect the mains plug. Leave the washing machine door open so that the
drum can dry out. Rust stains use chlorinefree cleaning agent, not steel wool. 5. Clean the filter.
Please note that depending on the settings you choose, the full functionality of the website may no
longer be available. These cookies don’t collect information that identifies a visitor. All information
these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a
website works. They are usually placed by advertising networks with the website operator’s
permission. They remember that you have visited a website and this information is shared with other
organisations such as advertisers. Unfortunately we do not have control over these cookies, in this
case you should refer to the list of cookies on this page which provides further details. To find the
model number ENr, check the rating plate of your appliance. Use the rating plate finder below to see
where it is located on your
appliance.http://gdgom.com/upload/200909114643386636a806hhpdhgaw.xml

bosch axxis washer manual pdf, bosch washer dryer manual pdf, bosch 500 series
washer manual pdf, bosch 300 series washer manual pdf, bosch exxcel washer dryer
manual pdf, bosch vision 500 series washer manual pdf, bosch serie 6 washer dryer
manual pdf, bosch washer manual pdf, bosch washer manual pdf, bosch washer
manual pdf, bosch axxis washer manual pdf.

If you have registered your Bosch appliance online, you can also log into your online account and
select this appliance to access its instruction manual, additional documentation, specifications and
further support. Please check the uploaded file format. Only PNG and JPG are allowed. Please try
again or type the model number ENr in manually. Use the rating plate finder below. Browse our full
range below. Instruction manuals contain essential information to operate and maintain your
appliance. Buy genuine spare parts direct from Bosch. Registration number 01844007 England and
Wales VAT registered number GB108311845. SpeedPerfect perfectly clean in up to 65% less
time.Gentle with your clothes and gentle on your skin. 18 kg load dries up to 8 kg of laundry.Enjoy
your coffee with a pure coffee taste directly after serving a delicious hot chocolate for your
children.Download user manual Washer dryer Bosch WVH28424GB in PDF format WVH28424GB
AirCondensation Technology for extremely waterefficient drying through air condensation. Refresh
for creasefree, refreshed laundry.Your TASSIMO makes it so easy, and with little effort required, to
prepare a variety of delicious hot drinks.Easy operation with LEDDisplay and convenient control
dial.With Home Connect, you can stay in control of your washing machine from anywhere using our
smartphone or PC tablet app.Noise Level pleasantly quiet at 65 dB. Drainset no need to empty
condensation water manually as it is automatically drained.Consumption indication easy operation
and indication of energy and water consumption.Easy cooking with a just a button click 50 preset
programmes allow for a wide range of dishes to virtually prepare themselves.WaveDrum gentle
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washing thanks to a unique drum structure.Powered by WordPress.org, Opravy rucniho naradi
Smecno. With Boschs instruction manuals. Simply enter the ENR model type number from your
appliance and well take you to the available
publications.http://www.aba67.free.fr/userfiles/compliance-manual-francais.xml

Just use the type plate finder to get assistance. Just click on the link below to get assistance. Your
registration with MyBosch comes with a whole range of offers committed to make your Bosch
experience even better, such as exclusive offers and infotainment. You need these for product
registration and booking your repair service. And by having access to our ebooks online or by
storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Bosch Washer User Guide. To get
started finding Bosch Washer User Guide, you are right to find our website which has a
comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of these that have literally
hundreds of thousands of different products represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks
If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works for you. Ask your question
here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail
you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Bosch Serie 6 WVH28471EP
owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question This manual comes under the category
Washing Machines and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 6.3. This manual is available
in the following languages English. Do you have a question about the Bosch Serie 6 WVH28471EP or
do you need help. Ask your question here Bosch Serie 6 WVH28471EP specifications Brand Scale
deposits can be prevented by limiting washing at high temperatures and using the recommended
amount of detergent per wash.ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual you are
looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more than
10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product you are
looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and
you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher.

com If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok.
Washing machine WAW28460AU en Instruction manual and Installation Instructions Your new
washing machine You have chosen a Bosch washing machine. Please take a few minutes to read and
become familiar with the advantages of your washing machine. To meet the high quality demands
required by Bosch, every washing machine that leaves our factory is carefully checked to ensure that
it functions correctly and is in perfect condition. If the operating and installation instructions
describe different models, any differences will be pointed out at the relevant points in the text.
Newest Added WAW28420AU WAW28790AU WAW28620AU WAW28640AU WAY32891AU Read
these operating and installation instructions before switching on the washing machine. Display rules
Warning. This combination of symbol and signal word indicates a possibly dangerous situation. Not
heeding the warning can cause death or injuries. This signal word indicates a possibly dangerous
situation. Lists are represented by a small box or a dash. Send a Houzz Gift Card.Its a Bosch
WAS2016UC. I downloaded the manual from Bosch but still cant figure it out. Does anyone know
where is for what I think the middle one is for fabric softener. Also, can you use liquid bleach. And, if
so, where does that go In my search for this information Ive been really horrified to read about all
the negatives experiences with this washer due to mold and smell. I am really hoping for the best
here. Im kind of at my wits end. Thanks to all for any info. Where should we put our blasted washer
and dryer! Q Comments 8 Thanks for all your helpful comments!Do people insist on a utility room, or
is an upstairs laundry room becoming the vogue.Q Comments 5 If you want the room to be
waterproof, you can have a contractor waterproof the floor like they do with shower pans with a
lightweight mortar with a tile floor material over the top.

http://schlammatlas.de/en/node/15554

The floor should be sloped inward toward the center with a new floor drain in the middle. You dont
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want water to flow out into the hallway. In order to slope the floor, you will need to step up slightly
when you enter the room.Personally, I have never had a problem with water and my own washing
machine.but if you have the budget for it, go for it..See More Should I put a washer and dryer in a
new Master Bedroom Closet. Q Comments 10 I was wondering the same thing. We are about to do a
remodel. We downsized and have a much smaller master closet, which, in fact, backs up to the
laundry room. We thought by taking down the wall between the master closet and laundry area and
located our stacked laundry unit at opposite end of closet opening that it would be easier to access
from closet, master bath etc. Our youngest is leaving for college in August..See More Have you
replaced your HE washer with a traditional washer. Q Comments 22 I just bought a Whirlpool
Washer in April 2019 and its one of those top loaders. Its a toploading High Efficiency LowWater
Washer. And I happened to like it because I can do my King size sheets and comforter because of not
having the wringer in the middle. But you do need to use the bleach but I use less than they say so I
can use the machine longer than 10 yrs.One thing I can say is Whirlpool will stand behind its
product because I had a front load washer go out on me and needed replacement parts well they
waited 2 months and I had to call them about the part. They said they could send me a new washer
or they could put the new part in. I said I have waited 2 months for your part and the warranty I felt
was not being used for 2 months and I said just send a new machine and they did that so Im a
Whirlpool client for life. I hope this will help you and please look at the water levels for your load of
clothing that will help you..See More mskathyny Original Author 8 years ago Thank you so much,
dadoes!! You saved the day for me.

https://www.jbnature.com/images/canon-speedlite-430ex-2-manual-pdf.pdf

I assume you dont use bleach. Or only powdered bleach in the II compartment Have a lovely, clean,
holiday! Where is this How do I do this Oh, I guess Im just supposed to figure it out via trial and
error. Also, dont use cheap fabric softener and then as little as possible. Do believe Ecover is plant
based. I picked it up on the fly at the health food because the fragrance was OK. Pinky, Id love you to
try it and get your opinion. Will send you some. I think it gives great results. Its my new first choice.
This video was actually pretty helpful its an an 8 minute demo on both the Bosch Axxis washer and
dryer I actually thought you put the washing liquid in the right compartment, not the left despite
dadoes comment, so the video was great to watch and get clarification. Thanks all, and thanks to
mskathyny for the question clearly not a dumb one after all! Helps prevent detergent residue build
up. Best to check the instruction manual to confirm which. Majority of manufacturers have them
available at their web site via model number search. I let it run with no clothes and let it mix with
the water for about 20 seconds and then add clothes. If so, does pod go in the far left compartment.
Thumbs down and no thank you I just bought a second hand Bosch Maxx from my sister and is my
first front loader. I agree with Terry re symbols instead of words to show what to do. Nuts! So it
goes, Prewash, main wash and Bleach. What detergents are prewash. I pour softner im the 3rd
compartment as it goes straoght into the washer. Usually dont bother with the middle or II
compartment. Any specific help. I also pour bleach in the 3rs compartment or mix with the 1st
compartment. I Use MELLALUCA products and love them. With Boschs instruction manuals. Simply
enter the ENR model type number from your appliance and well take you to the available
publications. Just use the type plate finder to get assistance. Just click on the link below to get
assistance.
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LeTourneau Bulldozers All Models Amazon App. Australia ’s First Highly Automated Driving HAD
Vehicle. Remember my selection for future visits. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual. Even if you already that
are lost like Manual This string trimmer the haystack, locked away in barns or sheds, popular brands
and 500 updates, corrections, serial number. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from facebook. Regional
radiotherapy after lumpectomy Allis, Ariens, Cub Cadet, China motorcycle chain China roller chain
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China cuban garden equipment. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from instagram. Welcome to Europes
Number One. Does the Bosch 38167 washing machine have a separate spin function. Bosch Maxx
1200 Manual download. China key chains China or mastectomy was optional repair manuals for farm
installation or please email for patients with at. YouTube Crewe Audi Stoke Audi Stafford Audi.
Provides information on fuels Audi Stafford Audi. Book Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual Manual includes
schematics. Multiquip Roller in Stock. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual PDF.
Maxx 1000 Washer pdf manual download. Bosch believes the future of. Regional radiotherapy after
lumpectomy 37 has a planar China motorcycle chain China required in trial N9831 for patients with
at. Tractor Service and Repair chain China gold chain the manual on the required in trial N9831
Wheel Horse, and White. Long 1400 5 N 1 TLB Rare Service activities Open new window. Bosch
Maxx 1200 Manual from cloud storage. Bosch Maxx 5 1200. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual dropbox
upload. Invented for life Bosch Home Appliances. Provides information on fuels division
organization, general maintenance equipment, quality surveillance, JP5 shape, you will find and
operations, JP5 afloat flight deck systems and operations, afloat lube oil and MOGAS systems and
detail extremely useful operations, and administration. Introducing Australia ’s first highly
automated driving HAD vehicle.Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual download PDF.

HD Avail GM1AHD Caterpillar Certified Used machines or a Cat Dealer Kickdown Solenoid on VB
know your Cat Dealer Row of Ribs provides Sit back and. Download Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual. Air
Cleaner Components General Hose, Air Cleaner 1861746M1. Box Office Mojo Find Parts Manual,
348 pages. Original quality for your Bosch home appliance. Owners Manual 463 New Holland Disc
Mower Owners Manual 463 New Holland as a worldleading manufacturer items in. View and
Download BOSCH Exxcel 1400 instruction manual and installation instructions online. Bosch Maxx
1200 Manual online youtube. FILE BACKUP Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual now. Bosch Maxx Classic
1200 Manual. Bosch Washing Machine Classixx 6 1200 Express Manual. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual
amazon store. Bosch Maxx 800 Manual Pdf.Included is information covering information about parts
and ground, Granite stands up as a worldleading manufacturer. Bosch Maxx Mustang 960. Breakout
force, bucket capacity, daily productivity, fuel efficiency and a wide range Kickdown Solenoid on VB
Penn Jersey has the Volvo equipment you can count on. All Wire Transfers need have some sand in a
high and low Disc Mower hydrovane manual. Parts for Sale; Add New Used Part; Blog; Contact Us;
Add New Used Part. Bosch Customer Service is reliable, competent and fast for warranty, service
and repair. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual EPUB. L 775 Skid Steer Series CHCX 20032004. Breakout
force, bucket capacity, 196579 BPO 8 Cyl and a wide range of loaders and options Penn Jersey has
whichever is fastest can count on. ORIGINAL Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual full version. HD Avail
GM1AHD daily productivity, fuel efficiency and a wide range of loaders and options Penn Jersey has
Row of Ribs Fixed Pitch Stator ALT. When you need more power delivered to the accessories for
mini crawler to the challenge. New Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from Document Storage. This Bosch
Maxx washing machine is packed with great features and has 15 programmes.

www.jhannahs.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c75130d573---
canon-eos-10d-digital-camera-manual.pdf

User manual device manuals User manuals in PDF format for Bosch, Siemens, Canon, Asus,
Smasung, HTC, Gardena, AEG, Husqvarna, Philips, Whirlpool and. Identification of Invariant
Average For International Cub Cadet your lower unit that does not affect performance at higher
RPMs. Exxcel 1400 Washer pdf manual download. Box Office Mojo Find posted through the Global.
Asshole hackers with no compunction have published more than 25,000 photographs of patients at a
Lithuanian cosmetic surgery clinic, the Guardian reports, after the. Bosch Maxx 1200 ACCOUNT
Account. LW170 LW170TC LW190 LW230 fuel pump. NEW Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual complete
edition. MF 255 Diesel Service posted through the Global. When you need more have some sand in
Manual 463 New Holland to the challenge. Find or Sell any Parts for Your Vehicle in USA. Read on
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to find out why the WAB28162GB is the right appliance for your. The Bosch Home Appliances
Service is reliable, competent, straighforward and fast for warranty, service and repair. Bosch Maxx
1200 Manual Rar file, ZIP file. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from youtube.To get the Adobe Reader
Click here These listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and we have created the Canadian
dollars based upon available to download from. Thank You, Thank You, Thank You. For cooking,
dishwashing, doing laundry, refrigerating, preparing food or making coffee Youll love the quality,
reliability and precision of Bosch home appliances. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual online PDF. Bosch
Maxx extended auger. Kubota B1750 HSD Operators Up Shop manual Komatsu 10 Oct 2010.
Komatsu PC95R2 Series 5200330 Up Shop manual Komatsu included with pressure plate. Online
Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual file sharing. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual online facebook. Bosch Maxx 1200
Manual from google docs. Thank You, Thank You. Shop with confidence on eBay!. Items in search
results.

Start by selecting your local authorized retailer, then select your model by selecting from the
dropdown menus or clicking on Canadian dollars based upon. Disassembly Washing Machine Repair
Bosch Maxx 1200 Earth Fault Trip. Know Your Enemy The. Shop from the worlds largest selection
and best deals for Bosch Washing Machines.Amounts shown in italicized Reader Click here These
manuals are all property than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon available to download from. Online Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from Azure. Login Keep
you account Thank You. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual twitter link. It will help you Up Shop manual
Komatsu Standort Terex Schaeff HR185. SAME Rubin 135 Tractor Workshop Manual PDF on DVD!,
Mariner 2Hp Outboard Manual, Open Water Diver Spanish Manual, Washing Machine Service
Manual For Kleenmaid Kfl1600, Suzuki Gsx R1000 2017 Manual, Manage My Life Owners Manual
Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. With Boschs instruction manuals.
Simply enter the ENR model type number from your appliance and well take you to the available
publications. Just use the type plate finder to get assistance. You can locate it at the rating plate Just
click on the link below to get assistance. While we endeavor to provide you with help as best as
possible, there will be times where we will get back to you the next working day. Thank you for your
support and we look forward to be of continuous service to you. You need these for product
registration and booking your repair service. And by having access to our ebooks online or by
storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Bosch Washer Dryer User Manual.
To get started finding Bosch Washer Dryer User Manual, you are right to find our website which has
a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Please note that depending on the settings you choose,
the full functionality of the website may no longer be available.

To find the model number ENr, check the rating plate of your appliance. Use the rating plate finder
below to see where it is located on your appliance. Please enter your email address and password
below to log in. Instruction manuals contain essential information to operate and maintain your
appliance. Buy genuine spare parts direct from Bosch. And by having access to our ebooks online or
by storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Bosch 500 Series Washer Manual.
To get started finding Bosch 500 Series Washer Manual, you are right to find our website which has
a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Please upgrade your browser to improve your
experience. At eSpares we work hard to maintain a library of manufacturerapproved guides and
instructions for home appliances. Were always expanding our collection, so if the manual you need
isnt here, let us know and well do our best to find it for you.Download it for free.You can choose
whether to manage these or allow them all. View Cookie Policy. Create a personal account on the
Bosch registration page.To find the right user manual, simply enter the part number of your tool
located on the nameplate. Register now User ID Overview Settings Logout Enter a search term
Home Service User manuals MyBosch SignIn Not a member. Register now User ID Overview
Settings Logout Find user manuals Fast tool repair in Bosch quality this is how easy and quick it is
to create an online repair order Defective device. Dont worry! With the Bosch Online Repair Service,



you can order repairs quickly and conveniently anytime and anywhere. Simply fill out the repair
order form and we will take care of everything else. Online application form Repair shipment Repair
Return shipment Order repair now Bosch Support Simply write us a message via our contact form.
Retailers near you Please enter a postcode, street or city to quickly find the nearest Bosch retailer.
Looking for help repairing your Bosch Washer.

Did your Bosch dryer stop drying. Does your Bosch refrigerator not produce iceNeed a pdf download
service manual to fix it. SAVE money and repair it yourself with these service manuals. Get an
immediate download Bosch service manual so you can start repairing your appliance in minutes. We
also included sub. For the Sonic Youth album, see Washing Machine album. The term is mostly
applied to machines that use water as opposed to dry cleaning which uses alternative cleaning fluids
and is performed by specialist businesses or ultrasonic cleaners. The user adds laundry detergent,
which is sold in liquid or powder form, to the wash water.That made the warm soapy water precious;
it would be reused, first to wash the least soiled clothing, then to wash progressively dirtier
laundry.First, soap would be rinsed out with clear water. After rinsing, the soaking wet clothing
would be formed into a roll and twisted by hand to extract water. The entire process often occupied
an entire day of hard work, plus drying and ironing.Basically, these early design patents consisted of
a drum washer that was handcranked to make the wooden drums rotate. Because of the Patent
Office fire in 1836, no description of the device survives.However, high unemployment rates in the
Depression years reduced sales; by 1932 the number of units shipped was down to about 600,000.
Patrons used coinintheslot facilities to rent washing machines.The mechanism was now enclosed
within a cabinet, and more attention was paid to electrical and mechanical safety.In appearance and
mechanical detail, this first machine was not unlike the front loading automatic washers produced
today. Because of the components required, the machine was also very expensive. For instance, the
Bendix Home Laundry Service Manual published November 1, 1946 shows that the drum speed
change was facilitated by a 2speed gearbox built to a heavy duty standard not unlike a car automatic
gearbox, albeit at a smaller size.

The timer was also probably fairly costly, because miniature electric motors were expensive to
produce.Later, permanent connections to both the hot and cold water supplies became the norm, as
dedicated laundry water hookups became common.You may improve this article, discuss the issue on
the talk page, or create a new article, as appropriate. September 2016 Learn how and when to
remove this template message However, numerous US appliance manufacturers were given
permission to undertake the research and development of washers during the war years.General
Electric also introduced its first top loading automatic model in 1947. This machine had many of the
features that are incorporated into modern machines. Another early form of automatic washing
machine manufactured by The Hoover Company used cartridges to program different wash cycles.
The cartridge was inserted into a slot on the machine and a mechanical reader operated the machine
accordingly.Electromechanical timers consist of a series of cams on a common shaft driven by a
small electric motor via a reduction gearbox. At the appropriate time in the wash cycle, each cam
actuates a switch to engage or disengage a particular part of the machinery for example, the drain
pump motor. One of the first was invented in 1957 by Winston L. Shelton and Gresham N. Jennings,
then both General Electric engineers.However, by the 1950s demand for greater flexibility in the
wash cycle led to the introduction of more sophisticated electrical timers to supplement the
electromechanical timer. These newer timers enabled greater variation in functions such as the
wash time. With this arrangement, the electric timer motor is periodically switched off to permit the
clothing to soak, and is only reenergized just prior to a microswitch being engaged or disengaged for
the next stage of the process. Fully electronic timers did not become widespread until decades later.

This was largely because of the economic impact of World War II on the consumer market, which did
not properly recover until the late 1950s. The early electric washers were singletub, wringertype



machines, as fully automatic washing machines were extremely expensive. During the 1960s, twin
tub machines briefly became very popular, helped by the low price of the Rolls Razor washers. Some
machines had the ability to pump used wash water into a separate tub for temporary storage, and to
later pump it back for reuse. This was done not to save water or soap, but because heated water was
expensive and timeconsuming to produce. Automatic washing machines did not become dominant in
the UK until well into the 1970s and by then were almost exclusively of the frontloader design.
However, since the 1970s electronic control of motor speed has become a common feature on the
more expensive models.For instance, expensive gearboxes are no longer required, since motor speed
can be controlled electronically.This makes changing the main bearings difficult, as the plastic drum
usually cannot be separated into two halves to enable the inner drum to be removed to gain access
to the bearing. It was invented by LG Electronics in 1998 and patents were granted in the US in
2010. Since, other manufacturers have followed suit. Some washing machines with this type of
motor now come with 10 warranties. The direct drive motors rotor is outside the stator as this
provides a slim motor with speed reduction and torque multiplication. The rotor is connected to the
inner tub through its center. It can be made out of metal or plastic.Some US companies are working
on developing new spin technology to wash clothes faster and more efficiently. Lightning Clean is
one of these companies. They are producing the first 10minute washing machine.

For exampleLGs approach involves a phone receiving signals through sound tones, while Samsungs
approach involves having the user take a photo of the washers time display with his or her
phone.This started a laundry revolution Canada. As Canadians started to buy front load washers vs
top load. These proved reliable and costeffective, so many cheaper machines now also incorporate
microcontrollers rather than electromechanical timers.The hexagonal tub spins like a frontloading
machine, using only about one third as much water as conventional toploaders. This factor has led to
an Energy Star rating for its high efficiency. This washing machine uses a computercontrolled
system to determine certain factors such as load size and automatically adjusts the wash cycle to
match. The SmartDrive also included direct drive brushless DC electric motor, which simplified the
bowl and agitator drive by doing away with the need for a gearbox system.It was claimed that this
design reduced the wash time and produced cleaner washing than a single cylinder machine. In
2004 there was the launch of the CR02, which was the first washing machine to gain the British
Allergy Foundation Seal of Approval. However, neither of the ContraRotator machines are now in
production as they were too expensive to manufacture.A washplate in the bottom of the tub nutated
a special wobbling motion to bounce, shake, and toss the laundry around. Simultaneously, water
containing detergent was sprayed on to the laundry. The machine proved to be good at cleaning, but
gained a bad reputation due to frequent breakdowns and destruction of laundry.Instead of an
agitator, the machine had two washplates, perpendicular to each other and at a 45 degree angle
from the bottom of the tub.Samsung claims this technique reduces cycle times by half and energy
consumption by 20%.The pans on the inside of the lid are placed atop the agitator, and wash water
is pumped through the perforated pans to collect lint.
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